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Commandment #1
let’s make this space a safe one
where the pressure to impress
to be perfect
is never necessary
and instead showing up is the priority
let’s make this space a safe one
where we push pride and ego aside
and begin to find our reason why.
together.
let’s cultivate connections with ourselves and others
and let ourselves just be.
just breathe.
and with every breath we shed the shield-like skin
we’ve been conditioned to be on guard
all.
the.
time.
internalised perceptions through tick-box
compartmentalise-dehumanising eyes
isn’t that exhausting?
trying to fit into something you know you’re going to break.
so let’s gift ourselves each second a present to
just embrace that feeling
the knowledge that we can find freedom
in the now.
because it is then
and only then
when connection can truly be found.
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Commandment #2
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be honest
reflect on your identity, your position
ask yourself
am i the includer?
or am i the excluder?
or
am i just intruding on something
i shouldn’t be in the room for?
subconsciously closing doors with actions, i make
and the words i speak.
sometimes talk is cheap
when it is insincere
can tell when it comes from a place of fear
when ed&i vocabulary is pristinely practised and recited
yet not acted upon
yet to be defined or empathised with
can tell
when these terms are emitted from the lips of those
who’ve never experienced
what it is like to be silent
or
silenced.
to have a body that sings beyond
the sound level of straight white able and male.
are my needs included in your depiction of equality?
be honest.
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Commandment #3
see me,
see us
as humans not systems
because systems they weren’t ever built to listen
only function poorly on broken policies that police us
made by authorities I never trust or trusted.
must be
surely?
learned maybe inherited
the bad habits inhabiting our brains
perhaps it’s the trauma our bodies have internalised
seeing ourselves through the eyes of society’s small-sighted ideals
stop.
take heed.
find solace in one another.
see each
I mean really see each other as whole.
as part of a whole community
remember humans are wired to belong even if it’s just to something.
so you are never alone
remember human connection is dna deep within the roots of our being.
so you are never alone.
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Commandment #4
embrace vulnerability
never disregard it in search of so-called strength
and traditional perceptions of success
rooted in quick fix influence and riches.
when we give ourselves permission to let our barriers down
let ourselves stand tall
core rooted
sun facing
we can find peace in lightness
know there’s no need to carry boulders on shoulders
sisyphusly trying to escape ourselves
torture ourselves into thinking we are less than.
they say comparison is the thief of joy
i say it is the thief of the person you could grow to be
so sew the seeds of your soul into soils
wherever you can find them
and confide in fellow gardeners of spirit, body and mind
to find peace in the truth that you were taught to run from
from young
the strength is in you
and your emotions are never a weakness
feel them
consider them instead a provocation
to move with more compassion
to pause, to rest
to stand your ground
reflect
and practise using each and every moment
to take up space and nourish your mental wealth and well
to become the best version of yourself.
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Commandment #5
we are powerful
have the ability to make an impact a change
with every minor and major exchange made
have the power to harm or heal with our words so be cautious
take care
remain humble and kind
because with most interactions you will find a new solution
to a lesson you never thought you needed to unlearn.
but don’t forget to bring yourself though
bring yourself whole
don’t forget to just be
to just breathe
and find solace in the knowledge that with every space you walk into
that
you
are
enough.
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